
Working with Schools 
Taught sessions and Topic Boxes 

 
Our aim:  For each class to visit the museum to take part in a curriculum linked session 

during the course of the school year. Please note that the museum is closed from January 
to the end of March. 
 
The museum with advance warning will provide resources to facilitate the sessions such 
as photographs, postcards, paintings, prints, letters and written information from exhibition 
panels and other sources. Objects for the children to handle will be available where 
relevant. 
 
The sessions can be delivered for a specific curriculum topic or as part of a cross 
curricular programme. 
 

Charges: Each taught session, activity or topic box has a charge applied. See below for 

details. When at the museum the charge includes refreshments. Shop bags can be 
arranged in advance. 
 
 

Taught Sessions: 
 

• The Fame Files - The lives and times of Hadham locals - (Famous people yrs 1,2,6 - 
History ). Focussing on some interesting local characters The Fame Files will tell the life 
stories of a few famous individuals from chosen time period(s) using documents, images  
and artefacts. The children can arrive dressed up in costumes of the time period(s) in 
question and there are suggested activities for using The Fame Files in the classroom. 
Alternatively, The Fame Files can be delivered as a taught session by museum staff. 
Examples of subjects in The Fame Files include: The father of the Tudor dynasty, the 

inventor of bottled beer and the first female firefighter. Charge £40 

 

• Unpacking the evacuee story - (Children in WW2 yr 3 - History). Using oral histories, 
photographs and artefacts to describe and bring to life the experiences of evacuees to 
The Hadhams the children will listen to recordings of real stories and discover daily life 
on the home front. They can make a label, pack their own suitcase, write letters home 
and complete their own diary to record their experiences. The letters can be posted back 
to school or their own homes. The suitcase will form part of a classroom or museum 
display. To add to the experience the children can arrive dressed as evacuees. Charge 

£40 

 

• Time Travel Walk - ( Life in Tudor/ Victorian / WW2 - History). Explore the village during 
different eras on a time travel walk led by museum staff. Each era will be revealed by 
looking at village buildings and landmarks to find out who lived there and what happened 
to them. The children could dress up in a costume of the period or as Dr. Who (the 
ultimate time traveller) and will be invited back to the museum for refreshments. This 

works well when booked with another related taught session. Charge £30 

 



• A Portrait Uncovered -  (Art KS2). An interactive session led by museum staff looking at  
the portrait of Clement Newce which was sold at Christies, exhibited at The Royal 
Academy and is on the cover of a new book by The National Portrait Gallery curator, 
Tarnya Cooper. The children will learn why portraits were painted, how to read a 
painting, what it tells us about the sitter and the times he lived in. There is a choice of 

classroom follow up activities. Charge £30 plus additional charge for follow up activity 

 

• Get Set, Draw - (Art). A few interesting artefacts from the museum collections to be 
provided for observational drawing sessions. This could be led by teachers or museum 
staff. Texture, design and materials (wood, metal etc) and and use of the object will be 

discussed. Charge £2 per pupil  

 

• Triple Tudor Challenge ( Tudors yr4 - History). A museum visit exploring facts about the 
Tudors. Children are divided into 3 groups. The curator takes a group into the 
Elizabethan wall painting room to play House Detectives. The children will discover the 
story behind the paintings and make links with important themes of royalty, heraldry and 
status through their own observations.The second group visit the blacksmith and watch 
him make a Tudor object. The third group go to the activity room to try Tudor writing, play 
Tudor games, create their own coat of arms, dress up in Tudor costume and listen to 
Tudor music. The groups move round every 30 minutes so that each group has a go at 

all the challenges. Charge £2.50 per pupil 

 

•  My modern mural - (Art - yr 6). The children will visit the wall painting room to learn 
about the murals their materials and what they depict. Afterwards the children will be 
given a small piece of plaster and asked to create their own modern mural to depict a 
story/event of the present time. This will be done by using modern paints. This could be 
delivered as part of an art week activity and extended at school by further discussions on 
cave paintings and wall paintings from Roman times such as those found in Pompeii. 

Charge £3.50 per pupil 

 

•  Detect, Inspect, Record - (Fun day for KS1/2). The children are provided with a House 
Detective kit containing a notebook to complete, a magnifying glass for "close 
inspections" and a pouch containing replicas of a few objects to match. There are tasks 
and activities to complete in each room. As space is limited, the children will be divided 
into groups each starting in a different room. The children will move round until they have 
all completed their notebook which they can take away with them. They will also be 
rewarded with a sticker. Children could dress up as a detective of their own choice. 

Charge £2.50 per pupil 

 

•  Bug Zoo - Specifically designed for nursery and reception classes, a fun-packed 
morning/afternoon where the children will hunt for either plastic bugs hidden safely in the 
garden or real bugs collected in plastic containers. Colouring activities will be provided 
and play dough supplied for the children to make their own bug to go in the class zoo. 

Charge £30 including refreshments and a play break in the museum garden 

 

 
If you have your own ideas or special requirements, please ask. As a small museum we 
can be flexible to your needs. 
 



 
 
Our Topic Boxes:  

 
 
There are currently 3 topic boxes in existence which are all based on a Tudor theme. 
 

A charge of £10 per week will be made for each box. Each topic box can be loaned for up 

to 4 weeks. It will be delivered by a member of the museum and we respectfully request 
that it is checked and returned to the museum when finished with. An itemised check list 
will be provided. Please inform us of any breakages. 
 

 
• Tudor Writing Box - This includes 30 large feather quills, 8 pots of ink, some replica 

parchment paper, ribbon to form scrolls, examples of real parchment paper, a replica ring 
seal and copies of Tudor documents. The box also includes suggested activity cards for 
the teachers and pupils to use. 

 
•  Everyday life for the Tudors - rich and poor - This topic box includes a mixture 
    of real and replica Tudor household objects. These items can be used to 
    distinguish between and discuss the life of rich and poor Tudors. 
    A viewing case is provided with real Tudor items found locally ( a book clasp, a coin, 
   a broken comb, a trading token and a shoe buckle). The children are provided with 
   a magnifying glass to take a closer look at the objects. A set of information cards  
   with photographs of some of the objects have been prepared to provide details for 
   both teachers and pupils. There are also suggestions for classroom activities to make 
   the most of this topic box. 
 

• Mini Who? - Make a Tudor miniature - Included are 30 laminated cards showing a range 
of Tudor miniature portraits for pupils to use as examples. An information sheet 
describing the techniques and materials used in Tudor times to produce miniatures is 
also provided. Tubes of edible gold decorations to be used by the children to create a 
border for their miniature are included as a suggestion. The museum is currently carrying 
out research to find a good replica of a Tudor portrait miniature for this topic box. 

 
 
Other topic boxes under construction: 

 

In preparation for the commemoration of the centenary of World War 1 in 2014, we will be 
constructing a relevant topic box. 
 
 
We welcome your ideas for other topic boxes and will do our best to meet your 
requirements. 


